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Singer Sonu Nigam raised his iota of respect with 
clippings of a couple of personal favourites at a SAHARA 
INDIA STAGE-SHOW: Gaari Bula rahi Hain & Yeh DES 

PARDES/No.603 D/TITLE/ZEE- SA RE GA MA PA JNR & SNR/ worked 
wonder. Yeh Des Pardes is a lyric with labyrinthian 
proceedings—such a scintillating vocal display, in fact 
the voice travels through so many peaks & valleys my 
goodness—that I seriously wonder how K had actually 
yoddeled away so effortlessly with it. O.K. Sonu, Phir 
milenge Chalte chalte (RAB NE BANA DI JODI). SONY’s 
Reality show X – FACTOR gave me the surprise of a 
lifetime, in fact I couldn’t have asked for more. It was the 

ANOKHI ADA of Mr. Vishal sribastav – an autorickshaw driver whose Haal kya hain dilon ka na puchho 
SonuNigam [sorry, I failed to miss the fun!] gave Sonu, Sanjay Leela Bansali & Sreya Ghosal steamy eyes 
& the stadium a moment to stand together and encourage his Kishoresqueness. Date & time of the 
telecast was 31st May 2011 Thursday 9pm. Another memorable telecast of X – FACTOR dates back to 1st 
July 2011. It was so charming to watch Sufi group DIWAANA performing Pyar humein kis mod pe le 
aaya and getting Sanjay Leela Bansali stand up to acknowledge. It was really cheap 
on the part of Sonu Nigam to comment that the composition was too easy for 
singers of their stature. Anyway, richest tribute to the song was paid by 
Derhadun’s ‘slow-motion king’ Crokroach [DID 3]. Another one Kaate nehin kat te 
yeh din ye raat came from the winner Rajsmita. To me, singer Abhijeet who 
identifies himself best with “Jani o jani”/No.296 D/RAJA JANI/, at least efforts to 
pull it off with true-blue K élan. Himesh Reshamiya was spotted referring K to 
highlight occasions/SA RE GA MA PA CHALLENGE 2007/ including his version of the 

movie KARZ. A respectful Srikant Acharaya navigates Nayano Saroshi Keno Bhoreche 
Joley (Fathers’ first favourite) his neat, nonchalant way/8:30 am E-Tv BANGLA 
GAAN LIVE - 4TH Aug 2008/ K performed this too at a Kolkata LIVE. In 1980 Rafi 
was to tribute Uttam Kumar with She jeno amar pashe aajo boshe achche who too left 
us and the song passed on to K /KHONJ KHABOR on 26 December 2006 in its Episode 05 telecasted the 

news with two unique LIVE clippings, one viedeo and the other - a Radio Kishore Bharti by AKASHVANI (logo title - 

Gurudev)/:                                                                                             Great people cloak alike too [!]   >                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 ‘Ji haan – yeh sahi hain ke main Sachin da ke bahut kareeb raha, aur main yeh bhi manta hoon, ke 
maine ….. ke naate is sureeley rishtey ke baare mein kabhi kisi ko kuchh nehin bataya—magar aaj 
aap sab ko zaroor bataoonga. College ke zamane mein mujhe sirf do record kharidne ka shaukh 
thha, ek they Saigal Saab; aur doosre S.D.Burman. woh unka gana thha na…kya? Hmmm…Dheere 
se jana khatiyan mein re khatmal—ek yeh, aur ek Bangla gana…E bandhu rangeela rangeela 
rangeela re, aamre chhariya bandhu koi koi gela re. To ye dono gaane main school aur college ke 
zamane mein stage-on par gaa liya karta thha aur prize bhi liya karta thha. Phir main Bambai aaya 
– mere bade bhai Saab yaane ke aap ka Ashoke Kumar Saab uss waqt bahut bade filmstar ban gaye 
thhey. Maine aate hi unse kaha – Dadamoni, tum to filmi duniya mein sab kuch kar sakte ho – mera 
ek kaam kar do na. Woh bole – kya kaam? Main tadaaq se bola – mujhe Sachin Dev Burman se mila 
do na! woh bole – bas itni si baat? Main to unhein achchi tarah jaanta hoon, mere film mein music 
bhi de rahe hain – chal unke ghar chale…aur hum pahunche unke ghar – wahaan jab unse mila to 
meri khushi ka thikana na raha – bade niraale lagey – dhoti kurta aur dono kalaiyon mein chameli 

ke gajre…Tambakuwala paan chabaatey chabaatey harmonium baja rahe they. 
Kuch der baad Dadamoni ne Sachin da ko bataya ke - yeh jo 
mera bhai hain na yeh bhi thoda bahut ga leta hain. Woh bole – 
Tumhara bhai? Ka naam hain tumhara? Main bola mera naam 
Kishore. O, Kishore - Zara gaao to?!  
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To main ne unka wohi gana gaaya jo uss waqt bada popular thha Bangali mein. Woh gana thha – 
Hmmm…Kaun nagariya jaao re bansiwaley…to woh to haanste haanste bole – Wonderful! Ha Ha 
Ha!! Ye to hamara copy karta – is admi ka awaaz bahut achcha hain – khub bhalo gaan karey – ami 
okey nishchae chance dobo – bas phir kya thha, main soch bhi nehin sakta thha ke Sachin da mujhse 
gana gawaayenge…’ Let me frisk out some more instances to bear testimony as to how the K miracle 
has given today’s films mind-blowing initials. Watch bachna ae haseeno after you’re through OM 

SHANTI OM-another K playback heavily banked upon to back the Box-office. 
Once Rishi Kapoor’s sibling Ranbir had been approached to play the celebration 
singer by Astha Vinayak productions. It gives me great pleasure to quote March 
26 2010 Friday’s ASSAM TRIBUNE: ‘Kishore’s voice lives on, like his legacy. And 
the biggest testament to the fan following of Kishore Kumar is the number of people who have 
committed themselves to project on his life (I would certainly second that because one among them 
is…heh heh!). There were reports that UTV was keen to make a film on him, then director Shashank 
Ghosh planned a similar thing and Nagesh Kukkunoor, Sudhir Mishra and Shoojit Sircar have all 
been toying with the idea but Astha Vinayak may beat them all to it’- or may be Mr.Basu? No one 
has the answer.   

                                                                               
Kaisey kaisey bhedh chhupaayein haathon ki rekhayien, koyiee na jaane is zivan ko ye kis or le jaaye: padhna paoon lekh bidhi ka pal pal main ghabraoon…  

Yeh saari duniya hain aati jaati zivan hain hulha duniya baraati - rukhsat karo mujhko apne saathi jaane do mujhko bas haath chhodo yaaron. 

God whatta peak this voice scales without scaling the noise meter! An earlier space dedicated to K by 
Sharin Wader from Times news network titles: Leena brings kishore back to life on screen/THE 

TIMES OF INDIA entertainment section Tuesday, August 5 2008 (I thank Mr. Jiten Brahma for the 
information)/narrating how a production house making a biopic on the life & times of Kishoreda 
with a budget of around 50-60 crore.  Cast not finalised but RANG DE BASANTI script writer Renzil 
D’Silva was working on the story. Whatever, I only hope that the biopic’s biochemistry works on 
crores of movie buffs who are sick & tired of the volume of vulgerity being sprayed into a movie or 
teleshow in the name of comedy. This ‘gay’gone spray should bring back the seven colours with the 
help of K’s saat soor and of course, the childhood sense of the term gay & merriment when aimed at 
our sunny faces: “Sa re ga ma pa ma ga re sa ga…awaaz sureeli ka jadu hi nirala hain (here 
Kishoreda is the teacher, Lata the taught)/No.2183 D, 2214 N/MANPASAND (1980)/. AA DEKHEN 

ZARA is another movie and any guesses about the hero? Its Mukesh Mathur’s grand son! Kishoreda 
is CLOSE TO MY HEART (HMV)-says Gazal maestro Jagjit Singh with “Dukhi Man Mere”/No.43 

D/FUNTOOSH/- the S.D. gem which the Legend himself once enlivened a Los-Angeles evening with. 
Ustad Amzad Ali Khan loves the way K tackles RAGA BHAIVARI in Chingari/LEGENDS RD/. Here is 
how one Legend livens up another: “Sunne walon ek maje ki baat suniye. Ek romantic picture dekh 
kar main ghar aa raha thha, raaste mein R.D. Burman ka ek gana gaa raha thha – ke 
achanak woh mil gayiee…”/No. 368 D/NAYA NASHA (1973)/.                                                                                   
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                                     The ‘Live’ing Legends: Dil kya mehfil hain tere kadmon mein! 

Coming back to where I left, even small-screen soaps & serials have joined the bandwagon including 
reality shows to qualify a K situation as background for example COMEDY CIRCUS KA JADOO’s 
December 5, 2010 Saturday night telecast (SONY) in which beautiful television actress Kamiya did the 
seductress with Rajiv in “Roop tera mastana”/ARADHANA/ such artistic way that judges Sekhar 
Suman & Archana Puran Singh was left with no choice but to shoot hankerchifs carrying highest 
marks towards them. Television serial THODA HAIN THODE KI ZAROORAT HAIN used the first 
stanza of the song from movie KHATTA MEETHA. KUCH TO LOG KAHENGE is a popular another. 
The SAB TV (SONY) episode of Maniben.com telecasted on 20th August 2009 8pm in which the K 
look-alike ferries himself in an ambulance is a sweet reminder of a typical K anecdote after the Om 
shanti om performance at the WIMBLEY ARENA, London: ‘Mere khayal se mere liye ek ambulance 

mangaaye jaye!’ LAPATAGANJ uses Dulha bikta hain bolo kharidogey as theme in its November 18, 
2010 episode. TARAK MEHTA KA ULTA CHASHMA’s Jethalaal & wife Daya goes berserk with the 
Amitabh-Smita Patil Barsaat classic Aaj rapat jaye to wearing the same red costume. Another Smita-
Amit chartbuster is Jaane kaise kab kahaan but the introductory cavatina absent on audio track. From 
19th Nov 2011 Sat 9pm began GARI BULA RAHI HAIN. At an incredible pitch Mr. Daler Mehndi 
synchronises Sadde dil pe with Chhodo sanam kahe ka gham /ZEE SA RE GA MA L’IL CHAMPS 2009 22nd 
August Saturday night telecast/. The seductive RAYMONDS soap Saamne yeh kaun aaya dil me huyi 
hulchul really ‘feels like Heaven’! The saxophone edited at the tail completes the charm. The visual is 
even more magical with the model promptly tuning in the antique gramophone from the balcony 
over a boring ballet in progress. Cadbury’s ingenious DAIRYMILK commercial with the luscious 
catchline Kuchh meetha hain kahna aaj pahli tarikh hain, PARLE AGRO’s hippo ad on the healthy side of 
humanity Pyar baant te chalo, NOKIA,s Daakiya daak laya & Zindegi ke safar mein gujar jate hain jo 
maqam(to me, the best NOKIA punch line could’ve been saari ke saari yeh duniya meri jeb mein 
/DUNIYA MERI JEB MEIN/), SBI Life Insurance catch-line Hum jab hongey 60 saal ke aur tum hogi 55 ki, 
VASMOL KESH KALA’s koyiee lauta de mere beetey huye din makes us wait for the ads to return on tv 
screen. So does the countless rest. So its great to go stylishly retro and greater to get rhythmic while 
discussing about them: the melodies of yore do never seem to bore, enlightens heart’s deepest core 
more magically so when its Kishore! Yes, I’ve seen a paradigm shift in Bollywood playback since 
1990 after the K stock exhausted and so the people’s taste perticularly the generation on the cards but 
I’ve also unearthed a universal truth that these songs of yore do carry an eternal appeal towards the 
same boys & girls (be they filmstars or common folk) as they begin to mature. A burning example of 
just what I’ve experienced--Munna bhai M.B.B.S. (Sanju dada) appeared in AMUL STAR VOICE OF 
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INDIA/STAR PLUS/ to lay his love on: “Kahna hain aaj tumse yeh pahli baar, tumhi to laayi ho 
jeevan mein mere pyar”/No.148 D/PADOSAN/. Not merely stopping at that, he said he’s enacting 
the Legend in the remake! The same show on 19th October 2007 had Amit Kumar & Sumit Kumar as 
special guests. Both in this show and K4K Amit Kumar was quoted as saying how a collage-goer K 

had harmonized MALTHUSIAN THEORY OF POPULATION (Civics and Economics was one of his 

subjects) in order to memorise the same for examination. It was the night of Durga-Mahasaptami. In 
2010, Mahashasthi (the 6th holy day of Navratri) fell on 13th October – Kishoreda’s punyatithi and the 
day knocked my fond memory on my childhood chillout in-n-around Tezpur’s Puja pandals with a 
toy gun in hand: Amar moneyr ei mayurmahaley esho aaj premer atar dhele dao [Gauriprasanna 
Majumdar’s composition & self tuned 1976 PUJA release/No.2600 D, 45 – N 83584(SP HMV)]/. Son 
Amit attempted the Hindi version in home production SHABAASH DADDY with colonel-

mousetached daddy K watching on.   Thank you Amit bhai! >    

< ‘Bhai moochhein ho to Kishorilal Kathmandu jaise, verna na ho...Hnaaaii?!’ 

Ae duniya tujhko salaam, tu ne mera naam bhula diya 
thha…bhule se sahi tune mujhko yaad to kiya, tera 
sukriya! These lines K recorded for Mithunda is so true. Even this song 
was released one year after Kishoreda had left us.  This powerpacked 
performance from PYAR KA MANDIR in front of Mahaguru Mithunda (as 
the anchors addressed him) formed the foundation for winner Salman’s 
quantum leap to coronation/ZEE DANCE INDIA DANCE season 1/. 
History unfolded a golden chapter on 29th January 2010 Friday 9.30pm 
when ZEE DANCE INDIA DANCE season 2 brought together Kishore 

Kumar - M.A.[!] for the first time (for those who have watched AGNIPATH must 

have got familiar with the character Krishnan Iyer M.A. My alibi behind attaching Kishore 
Kumar with M.A. is, it was Kishoreda’s Apni to jaise taise kat jayegi aap ka kya hoga janab-e-Ali which was the first choice of the show 

besides, it is purely coincidencial and interesting that the alphabet M also stands for Mithun while A stands for Amitabh). DID L’il 

Masters celebrated Mithunda’s Birthday on 16th June 2012 & telecasted it on 17th, 
Sunday. Master Geeta’s ‘Japanese Doll’ Saumya Rai gifted us Jai Jai Shiv-Shankar on 24th 
June, Sunday.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

 

 

HALF TICKET Jeet Das & skipper Hitesh extended an aewfully chilling performance: 
Chill chill chilla ke kajri sunaae, dhoom dhoom Kauwa bhi dholak bajaae – coaxin’ the Grand 
Master a Grand Salute with: Baba, man ki ankhen khol!!! [the Third Eye?!] 

So there was this handsome twosome and someone very special—on the living legend’s special 
request, a digitally processed Legend sang from beyond: Pag ghungroo bandh Meera naachi thhi with 
the two superstars enjoying every movement of the articulated dancer Parvez & the wow factor was 
that, the dancer DID it! Amitabh Bachchan’s remarkable remark on DANCE INDIA DANCE definitely 
does the round in today’s showbiz: ‘Kahin na kahin humein lagta hain ki bahut saare cheezein jo 
humne purane zamane mein kee hain uska ab arth nikal raha hain!’ ‘They were so attached to each 
other’- felt Master Terence Lewis: ‘Koyieee shaque?’ ‘Hnaaaii??’ programme detailer miss Saumya 
Tandon—‘Aaj iss manch ke liye, hum sab ke liye, television ke itihaas ke liye sab se bada din hain 
kyunke, Hindi Cinema ke do sabse bade superstars bees saal (‘bees saal’ also has a very filmi 
significance for hindi cinema) ke baad ek saat aaj iss manch par dikhenge!’ Anchor Jay & Saumya’s 
words carried me back to DOORDARSHAN’s decade-old harmony initiative Miley soor mera 
tumhara to soor baney hamara in which Amitabh, Jeetendra & Mithun joined hands to appear on-
screen for the first time! With the jubiliation came a sad moment. After the elemination tag started 
loosely suspending from dancer Meenu’s manicured plait, she didn’t loose heart to pronounce: 
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Zindegi ki yehi reet hain, haar ke baad hi jeet hain. DID remindes me, Kishoreda prevailed & was the only 
mouthpiece of Mithunda to proclaim: “Pahle Rock-n-Roll, phir aaya Twist, phir aaya Disco, ab 
Breakdance!”/No.2290 D/MAIN BALWAAN (1986)/.  

< With Nazia Hassan at the recording of MAIN BALWAAN a rare picture. 

Here I’m pleased to place yet another reason why I am so hell-bent 
on calling K my ‘roll’ model: he is the first ever Bollywood singer to 
squeeze-in the cream of yodelling into a pulsating rock-n-roll: “Kya 
naam hain tera?”/No.1757 D/NAUKAR BIWI KA (1983)/. DANCE 

INDIA DANCE season2 was followed by SONY NEUTROGENA LIFT 

KARA DE /19th February 2010 Friday 8pm/lifting my mood to a 
hysterical height as the Millennium star began preparing a Banarasi 
Paan with Kishoreda’s Khaike paan Banaraswala flavouring the 
atmosphere & Karan Johar relishing the priced moment—and yes, 

among the chosen lucky few puppeting the polestar’s colossal characters, the pink headgear who 
delivered a dialogue from NAMAK HARAM was selected by the star himself and offered the priceless 
paan while Kishoreda again had to pep us up with Pag ghungroo bandh. The most interesting part was 
that the show soaked in the ambience of the two greatly similar personalities. As a matter of fact 99% 
of the songs exclusively played to melodise the moment oscillated between Kishoreda’s one audible 
delight to another. For example the cavatina version of jitni chabi bhari Ram ne, utna chale 

khilona…rotey rotey hansna seekho (the pun intended worked so well on the khilonas [wrist 
watches] especially autographed by the superstar and gifted to the 2nd and 3rd finalist who failed to 
score it to the show. If the rest of the country could come close to Kishore Kumar, could the North-
eastern belt stay aside? Judges Sonali Bendre, Sajid Khan & Kiran Kher alongwith MTV’s Nikhil 
Chinappa & co-host Ayushman were treated to the tunes of Shillong’s Chamber choir – the band 
that came up with the fusion of Yeh vaada raha & the church hymn nearly hypnotising the viewers. 
The beautiful colourations of the Gymsem the womenfolk wore prompted Sajid Khan bare his 
humourous self: ‘Aap ke yeh khubsoorat outfit dekh kar aisa lagta hain ki AIR INDIA ka flight land 
kar gaya hain – namashkaar!’/COLORS – RIN presents INDIA’S GOT TALENT 2: this winning team’s performance gave me 

a sweet remembrence of the matchlessly maned mongolian model’s stint with the medley version alongwith the female singer and 
another girl. The video album was from T-series. I was lucky with only the tail of the repeat show that probably began at 11am on 

Teacher’s day 2010/. The 16-member troupe’s best achievement was to get selected to perform before 
American president Barack Obama at the banquet hosted by President Prativa Patil at the 
Rashtrapati Bhavan on Monday November 08, 2010, on the American president’s maiden visit to 
India – a brilliant performance that called it a day with a K: Yeh dosti hum nehin todengey, todengey 
dum magar tera saath na chchodengey. In the historic KBC FINALE WEEK broadcasted from 05th 
December2010 Monday to 08th December 2010 Thursday Bachchan himself recited these lines with 
SHOLAY soulmate Dharmendra enjoying the same from the hot seat opposite to Amitabh. DANCE 

INDIA DANCE season2’s 20th march 2010 episode was certainly not of less significance. LUX 

KHUBSOORAT PERFORMANCE OF THE DAY went straight from the grandmaster to Mr. Kishore 
Kumar & Nutan! Sounds unbelievable? Believe it. Dharmesh sir & Binny from 
master Geeta’s gang had Arshad Warshi, Diya Mirza & grandmaster Mithunda 
stand up for a royal salute and master Terence Lewis wish Kishoreda & Nutanji 
were alive and present to see for themselves what a present the duo had 
offered to this lead cast on stage: “Yeh raatein yeh mausam nadi ka kinara yeh 
chanchal hawa”/No.1363 D/DILLI KA THUG (1958)/. The brat in Bhopal's boy wonder Avaash (is the 
name also a co-incidence?!) began his tonal mischief with the famous 2 in 1: “Aake seedhi 
laagi”/No.97 D/HALF TICKET (1962)/. I bought one ‘HALF TICKET’ on Wednesday, the 17th of 
October 1988 from NISHITA ELECTRONICS, 3 Saklat place, Kolkata 700072 on the devout day of Durga 
Mahasaptami on my way from Gariahat Market to Chawringhee with cousin Samik aboard one of 
the three coaches of the metro’s ‘heritage on wheels’—the tram. My realm of dreams encompassing 
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the video cassette was shattered to smithereens as I watched the compact version (Ultra VCD) in 2008. 
The scenes, dialogues, songs felt like the movie was brought straightway from the morgue after a 

senseless post mortem! 20 years made a draconic difference. The only flicker of hope 
for the flick could have been the interference of INDUS VIDEO – the parent proprietor. 
Amit Kumar familiarized us earlier with a sequel of HALF 

TICKET’s famous dual tune song in DOOI KISHORE: 
“Baiyaan chchodo balam ghar jana re”/No.14 D/RANGEELI 

(1952)/. In DOOI KISHORE Amit Kumar intimated us with 
another duet close to K’s heart: “Pyar ka jahaan ho, chchota 

sa maqaan ho, jis mein raho tum, aur Sumito, koi na wahan ho”/No.1372 

D/JAAL SAAJ/ along with a never heard lullaby: “Sumito…chiballa 
bachcha!” Dev Anand, the ‘fan’-tastic had his schooling at the Doon, 
Kalimpong (Darjeeling). His very name perhaps suits most with those 
snow-capped holy heights! A Hawaiian in hand, Dev enacts a music 
teacher, frequenting the fascinating foggy mountains trailed by tiny-tots 
lipping: “Chal saathi chal, chalta jaayen har ek pal, manzil pukaare aa 
mere pyaare peechche na rah aage nikal”/No.414 D/ISHQ ISHQ ISHQ (1974)/. 
The incredible yodelling that brews up the beginning exists on both the tracks (audio & video) 
thankfully. Call it a concurrence of events or what you may, my path ‘Kishore’ finder Ashishda too 
happens to be a Science teacher at Babesa, Thimphu (Bhutan) - abode of Spirit of the mountains: the 
mystic snow leopard [the animal present ‘purrfect’ on the priced head is fake for sure].  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kitni khubsoorat yeh Tasveer hain-mausam bemisaal benazir hain.Yeh Charghorey 

hain [1990]. Our souls soak in this beauty. Ashish [and I] in Thunderland! 

Life has given me two rare opportunities to visit the Himalayan Kingdom and feel the Lion King (K 
was a Leo) at his fullest alongwith this gem of a gentleman firstly, at Charghorey (1987 & 1990) 
Southern Bhutan--Ashishda’s previous posting and then Babesa (1996) Central Bhutan, a few 
kilometers from the King’s palace.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                        The Lion King                  
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Entry to the palace is restricted. Thus, to hold candle to our hearts, the two of us used to humm:  “Koi 
shama shishe ki laaya koi pittal ka parwana, do nainon ka maara dono laaya dil ka nazrana”/No.848 
D/JAANE JAAN/NIKAMMA (previously)/. My fond memory holds my fingers for a retro stroll to 
our Charghorey nights (1987) - gem of a time as Kishoreda was still alive & around. Me, Ashishda 
and his fourth & youngest Bibhash used to refuge inside the hilly terrain refreshing ourselves with 
evening walk and social visits to his colleagues—one considerably close was Mr. Ashoke Pradhan. 
Loitering about in a chilly hilly hamlet under the full moonlit sky was an inexplicable experience. 
After return if in mood, Ashishda would pull out and sing from one of his priced songbooks – two 
among such are (a) KISHORE KUMAR KE SUREELEY NAGMEIN first edition 1981, pages160/ collector 

Mr. Premnath Dhammi, Sadhna Pocket Books, Benglow Road, Delhi-7, priced at Rs.4/-. In the last three 
lines of the introduction section Mr. Dhammi goes like this: ‘Kishore Kumar ko is baar 1980 ka 
FILMFARE puraskar prapt hua hain. THODISI BEWAFAAI film mein Lata ke saath gaaye geet Hazaar 

rahein mudke dekhi ke liye—bhagwan kare unki kala ka prakash aise hi phailta rahe’. (b) The other under 
the same title and price tag comes from Kanwal (lotus) Pocket Books, collector Mr. Ashoke Grover  [first 

edition 1982, pages160], A-1/239-B Lawrence road, Delhi – 110035. Among the chiocest entries there rests 
on page no.21: Ansoo-on-ko tham le sabr se kaam le written by Bharat Byaas, tuned by Laxmikant Pyarelal. (c) 
AMI KISHORE BOLCHI a book per excellence bearing quotations from the Legend made on exclusive 
occasions & notations once hit the market like a supernova and vanished like a superfast train – my 
hearty returns to K singer Mr. Debu who still grieves the theft in a stage show.    

 < A rare cover: my first songbook 

Ashishda having a great voice never detaches himself from the 
third songbook bearing a beautiful black&white photograph of 
Kishoreda and Madhubala clicked immediately after their marriage. 
There is a village named Changjiji near Babesa where Ashisda is 
presently posted. If lucky to visit Bhutan for a third time, I am 
packed up with a parody that would read like this: Parbat ke 
peechhey Changjiji gaon, gaon mein do Kishore premee rahte hain.  

A little 
bit of 

poetic jistice here won’t harm since its 
already established that the two of us 
used to dwell in a dream world orbiting 
him - K threw a Chaucerean PROLOGUE 
TO THE ‘YAADON KI BARAAT’ TALES 
towards an excellently orchestrated 
audience at the beginning of the 
CAVATINA: “Yaadon ki baraat nikli hain 
aaj dil ke dwaarein”/No.382 D/YAADON 

KI BARAAT/: ‘Pahle main ek adhoora 
gaana  gaoonga. Is gaane ko duniya mein 
sirf do hi admi poora kar sakte hain…aur 
mujhe un dono ki talaash hain’. Now, isn’t this enough to fin our fantasy?! The same quote hints at 
his unfinished creativity too that can no way be carried forward. It is also noteworthy that the height 
of R.D – Kishore experimentation that immediately follows this cavatina has happened with Aap ke 
kamre mein koyiee rahta hain and this is exactly where the most unwanted happened. The movie’s 
sleuths stealthily detected and then detached a visibly small but historically vital portion of 
Kishoreda’s dialogue [‘Musicians, aap log shaant ho jaiye…’] from the video as if this tiny length was 
posing a life threat to the movie’s popularity! The full length of this unique composition however is 
fortunately available on audio. A similar fate met Rotey huye aate hain sab in which a whole paragraph 
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goes missing in the video. Nestled in the Himalayas again, the historic Pashupati temple is the 
epicentre of Shaivic cult in the earstwhile Kingdom of Nepal, the only Hindu Kingdom in the world 
(I wish it stuck to the glory). This Randhir Kapoor starrer again kindles the 
occasional divotees inside the two of us - the full length of this Ravindra Jain relic 
exists on the audio track only: “Chal chal re Kathmandu milengey wahaan 

Sambhu”/No.579 D/RAM BHAROSEY(1977)/. Shot in this Godly locale there is one 
Amitabh-Jinat Aman antique: Pyar me dil pe maar de goli le le meri jaan. The same spot 
was chosen by livind legend Dev again for Navketan International’s timeless classic 
HARE RAMA HARE KRISHNA: remember the eternal Kanchhi re Kanchhi re? Anyway, 
Dev reminds me of Mahadev. It’s the surname that makes all the difference though—Basumatary. 
This tribal singing sensation stunned the audience with “Main hoon jhoom jhoom jhoom jhoom 
Jhumroo”/No.92 D/JHUMROO/at the Golden Jubilee Celebration of a local school, telecasted by local 
channel B.C.N. In a tribal town like any of N.E., where a majority dies to be swayed by SCORPIONS 
and the like as Shillong did on the 12th of December 2007(even I preserve a piece of me for the ‘foren’ 
band). Being an ex student, I approached the souvenir-section for an entry which surprisingly caused 
a tempest in a tea-pot. I was made to play a different ball game. From an institution which earned 
infamy for a marked dilution in student quality, the excuse snowballed at me was - K does no way 
fall in line with a subject as education whereas the self-proclaimed think tanks bewitched me by 

staging ZEE T.V.’s Debojit Saha backed by an 
agressive Bollywood Boogie-woogie. Debojit is 
a nice guy and a K worshipper whose 
trailblazer “Ek hasina thhi”/No.2507 D/KARZ 

(1980)/won him the limelight. According to 
Prakash Mehra, this cream of a concept was 
later attached to the movie. Who, for Heaven’s 
sake will ever say it was an about to be 
attacked heart (suffered his first in 1981) that 
had produced this intensity? Ironically the 
pseudo-intellectuals now fatter with family & 
friends, made a beeline through the crowd. 

Debojit sang the above mentioned alongwith “Dekha na haaye re”/No.257 D/BOMBAY TO GOA/plus 
a couple of K-tracks and then gradually the theme ‘culture’ resorted to disco and degenerated into a 
fiasco while my bitter past with the 'intellectuals' goaded me remain indoors and stay pinned to my 
perseverance quotient: “Koyiee na jab tera saathi ho, to chal mere man tu akeyla/No.792 

D/INSAAN/-in other words, Ekla chalo re with this article /No.2620  D/S JNLX 1038 LP 

MEGAPHONE(1981)/, K’s controversial and first ever open-heart tryst with Tagore much to the angst 
of VISWA BHARTI & though much later, first ever Bengali solo too by Godfather of Bollywood Mr. 
Amitabh Bachchan for Vidya Valan’s KAHAANI(2012)/. I also proudly possess two collector’s 
items—stills showing Lata and Amitabh accepting the Record from K, both FILMFARE photographs:  

14th December 1985:D.N.Himatsingka school playground, Kokrajhar…the rarest of a rare sight.                                      Priyadarshan! > 

Yeh andhaa kanoon hain,…sar mere junoon hain!   
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
We may not be lucky with Kalyanji-Anandji’s Congress composition unless a goodheart uploads it >                      Indira priyadarshini/No.2901 N/. 
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Now let me pen a fan who worships Kishoreda in an unconventional way. Singer Gautam Ghosh 
(Kolkata) did a commendable job on the genius in the year 2000—erected while Mithunda unveiled 
the statue of Kishore Kumar just a stone’s throw from Uttam Kumar’s at Tollygunj.  

Yeh jivan hain is jivan ka yehi hain rang roop - thode gham hain thodi khushiyaan yehi hain chhaon dhoop… > 

The monolithic structure almost sent me to a state of 
dilirium when I stood by it life’s first time on 
November 11, 2006. If anyone asked me at that 
moment how I felt about the statue I would have 
naively come up with a short but not so statutory 
reply: Laga…achcha laga! And not to talk about the 
incredible voice which is and will be continuing to 
pay rich dividend to quality listeners and we all 
know it. I have cited endless examples from 
media to cement my comment. One of the great 
epics of our country, RAMAYANA has it that Laxman; the younger brother of the incarnation offered 
His slippers the throne till the Eldie returns from jungle. Gautam was in Bombay the day of the 
demise, pleaded son Amit the same. He carried the pair back home & carried on worshipping that 
continues till date. AKAASH BANGLA T.V. flashed this on the 30th of October 2006 in its second 
episode. ETV.JHARKHAND too flashed the same on the 4th of August 2006. DIWALI 2007 (9th 
November) witnessed for the first time a unique ‘theme pandal’ by C.T.S.C. club, Natwar Paul Road, 
Kadamtala, Howrah with all possible help from Gautam and Mr.Bishwas Nerurkar (Bombay) who 
provided the club with K blow-ups. It fills me with fascination to fix on a mob getting maverick 
about the Messiah!!! Apart from the figure-fan-brigade, I intend to ceremoniously rope in Ruchir 
Fenil Shah, the 17 year old K admirer and recipient of 2008's President scholar Award. This White 
House invitee attends Barrington High School, Rhode Island./Ambarish Mishra-TNN on behalf of THE 

TIMES OF INDIA, May 29/. Who says Gen-next bypassed him and NRI siblings Indian culture? Given a 
chance, they will never as Great expectations too will never wither: Singer Sunidhi Chauhan expects 
her suitor to have ‘the K pagalpan’ when quizzed by anchor Mini Mathur/SONY YEH SHAAM 

MASTANI/. 

< Remark of a genius. Here is another NATIONAL KISHORE KUMAR AWARDEE [1999 – 2000], 
Gulzar: ‘Kishoreda! Aap ke saath guzaare lamhe abhi tak na zahan se utre hain, 
na kaam se.  Apke chahnewale aaj bhi aap ko aise hi yaad karte hain-jaise kal hi 
to mile thhe!! Kal hi to apko gaate suna thha, bolte suna thha, hansi-mazaaq karte 
dekha thha--har lamha abhi tak waise hi jaag raha hain- Jaane kya soch kar nahin 
guzra, ek pal, raat bhar nehin guzra!!!’ Another co-ordinated masterpiece by the 
three Greats is a must listen: “Lo, bahut raat huyiee, main thhak gaya hoon, mujhe 
so ne do”/No.1252 D/MUSAFIR (1984) movie track only/. The song hits Heaven 
when joined by R.D. with the liner: ‘O moloyaa, chalo dheerey dheerey’.  
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According to Gulzar, due to changes in storyline in KHUSHBOO, a second masterpiece waned away 
in want of space: “Mujhko bas yun hi udaas rahne do, jo bhi hain aas-paas rahne do, rahne 
do”/No.463 N, 1113 D/. Someday many figure-fans will fade into memory (I don’t mean a genius like 
Gulzar) but never the father figure.                                             Chain aaye mere dil ko dua kee jiye… (Lata’s Favourite of Da) v   

                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                          
                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tum jo pakkad lo haath mera duniya badal sakta hoon main!          Derek’s dual diamond >         

Kishore Kumar, despite his astonishing achievement as a singer, 
wasn’t substancially recognized award-wise. To add to his agony 
many a times a soulful solo was sacrifised to a rather cheap number 
of his on the audio track: “Yeh dil sada darka kia jiske leye woh 
raat aa gayi”/No.155 D/AANSOO BANGAYE PHOOL (1969)/ but 
why? This syllable cannot be kept simmering on the backburner for 
long! It thunders in the agonizing emptiness within us, we fail to 
fathom. Among the few he clinched are the seven FILMFARE 

AWARDS including the BEST MALE PLAYBACK SINGER AWARD, 
which came to him four times in a row starting with the year 1982. 
Kishore Kumar also won the LATA MANGESHKAR AWARD in 
1986. According to Pritish Nandy, the great singer was weeping 
over telephone after he was informed about the honour. On that 
occasion, he performed “Yeh jeevan hain”/No. 292 D/PIYA KA GHAR/.The singer of substance sang 
the song with so much feeling that those who heard him (some 30,000 were present) felt it sounded 
better than it did in the movie. There was an encore and he obliged by singing the song again. /Drawn 

upon Kishore Valicha: THE DEFINITIVE BIOGRAPHY/PENGUIN ISBN 014-027-822-2/. In K for Kishore (episode 4), Amit 
Kumar throws light on an occasion. In April 1987, Dadamoni’s wife expired. ‘Kishoriya, sing that…’ 
The youngest obliged. No one knew then, six months hence he too was certain to face the same fate. 
‘Destiny lives’—was the quote Kishoreda once autographed a photograph with /SONGS TO 
REMEMBER(Bengali) – KISHORE KUMAR CD-PSLP-5502 made in England 1991 THE GRAMOPHONE CO. 

OF INDIA LTD/Amit kumar mentioned about this quote in ZEE BANGLA SA RE GA MA PA 2010 30th December 2009, 9.30pm 

telecast./Kishoreda had an extra-sensory perception of foreseeing future others seldom could: “Jab jab 
jo jo hona hain, tab tab so so hota hain - apna dard chchupaana hain to geet khushi ke gaana”/No.644 

D/VISHWANATH (1978) Music Rajesh Roshan/and then the signature tune announced its departure 
from this world by its unbroken, stoney silence: “Maine tumse kuchch nehin maanga, aaj de do sau 
baras se jaage in nainon ko neend ka vardaan”/No.799 D/KATHA(1982)Music Raj Kamal/.  [Comin’up v]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Now let us learn how K reacted to a solo offer from Kalyanji-Anandji: ‘yes, 
quite a song indeed – worth attempting’. Feeling flexed, the directors asked 
Kishoreda for a date who as if fell from the sky: ‘Recording date? But I’m 
not singing anymore!’[ANANDALOK 8th August 1998, page 53-54. UPKAAR was their introduction 

to Kishoreda! Next was MAHAL.What a milestone of a melody!! How could you do that to yourself sir?!!!] 
                                                  
                                                         Kasme vaade pyar wafa sab baatein hain baton ka kya > 
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< Lekin Maine tumse kuchh maangna chahta thha: a promise - that you’d live 100 yrs…for us! 
But to be honest, this may not have been what he actually meant: 
“Kabhi palko pe aansoo hain kabhi lab pe shikaayat hain, magar 
ae zindegi phir bhi mujhe tujhse mohabbat hain”/No.735 

D/HARJAYEE/Lyric-Nida Fazli, Music-R.D./. And Lo, He Lives! 
Forever!! I seldom am knocked by an intuition that Kishoreda 
has emerged from time immemorial as the perpetual Father who 
taught us not to compromise Life for anything, anyone: “Zindegi 
haansne gaane ke liye hain pal-do pal, issey khona nehin kho ke 
rona nahin”/No.488 D/ZAMEER/. Perhaps that song, like many 
others Kishoreda sang, will pass on to bless the posterity 
forever. I dedicate this song to my parents on the other side of 
life, Ashishda & of course you--Mr. Kishore Kumar! Presumably 
the first show to shower upon Kishore recognition beyond his 
own shore was the show of LOS ANGELES (1978). A Gold Disc 
landed the Legend’s hands. Remote access to the P.C. accessory 
had almost packed up my progress when Javed Akhtar’s pen 
pumped penchant back in me: “Liye sapney nigaahon mein 

chala hoon teri raahon mein zindegi aa raha hoon main”/No.912 D/MASHAAL/- the sole solo 
perhaps in which K exercised an immaculate performance with each note flawlessly falling in place 
and took the stage by storm at the LIVE concert organized by SANGEET KALA KENDRA in aid of 
Baba Amte’s polio programme (1985)/Record no. STHVS 41045 SUPERIOR cassette no.1/. Noticeably, 
both encyclopedias fell short of registering the respective company and 
the record number such as this one. NDTV INDIA (Hindi) was the only 
channel to telecast some of his LIVE recordings especially (courtsey SA RE 

GA MA) at 8pm on 13th October 2009 
Monday and I was lucky with the May 1973 
BBC London show Khilte hain gul yahaan 
once again since my Maligaon stadium 
experience. The hosts tell us that they were inundated with letters 
requesting a telecast of the song. The Red Punjabi & the White Pyjama 

only sprinkled more colour to his rendition.The only oddity which might strike a sensitive viewer is 
the absence of the landmark moustache (even in Gauhati he didn’t sport one)! LIVE RECORDINGS are 
precious and a visual treat indeed because of the unique anecdotes K used to bring LIVEs alongwith 
for example, exists this rare black & white video in the internet whose quality is miserable but 
content cherishable--Kalyanji Anandji presenting Kishore Kumar where an young and energetic K 
appears in a princely state of mind inside a black suit and a suitable bow and very identical black-
rimmed spectacles. Pyar ajnabi hain: I heartily thank the person for uploading SAMA HAIN SUHANA. 
The incredible Pyaare bandhuoon sangeet premiyon with which 
Kishoreda introduces himself here goes on to make it the 
second best of all that is available in the net. K even thanks 
DOORDARSHAN for arranging the show his unique way. The 
conversation resumes thus: ‘Kishoreda, kya kamal ka gaate 
hain aap!’ K: ‘Kalyanjibhai, Anandjibhai - aap dono mujhe 
paani pe charha rahe hain. Aur gawaane ka iraada hain? 
Magar Kalyanjibhai Anandjibhai ek baat poochhunga—baat 
darhasal yeh hain, ke yeh jo hum naachte hain gaate hain 
duniya ko entertain karte hain, yeh sab kya hain?’ Anandji: 
‘issi ka naam to zindegi hain Kishoreji!’ Kalyanji – 
‘Kishoreda yeh zindegi ka safar hain aur issi safar ko na 
koyiee samjha hain na koyiee jana hain.’ K delivers the song. 
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As you command the internet for the B&W LIVE clip (lamentably this show is available in parts 
only)Pal pal dil ke paas, you’ll be bewildered to find the iconoclast transcending into a semi-conscious 
state from which Kalyanji shakes him back to the show asking ‘kee holo?’ To which Kishoreda replies 
‘main kho gaya thha!’ one of my learned colleagues from whom I Bluetoothed the clip commented 

that he was drunk. It is heartwrenching to find even on 
his 82nd birthday (year 2011) that people still choose to 
be in dark about his white mischief. Anyway, Pal pal’s 
prelude was picked again in KBC 5 (October 2011) for 
participant Manju Singh with the legend taking the 

legend’s name in a ziffy - the long lost smile that boomerangs on Bachchan’s 
face whenever a K tune is played, immortalizes the show & the attachment they shared.  
Jo tum hansogey to duniya hansegi, ro-ongey tum to na royegi duniya, Tere ansoo-on ko samajh na sakegi tere ansoo-on pe hansegi yeh duniya……………………… 

Sandip Ray introduced K in his documentary with Pyaare bandhuoon sangeet premiyon…from this very 
event although Ray’s footage is far superior in quality. [MOSER BAER converted & released this in DVD 

after many years.] I was later stupified to find DOORDARSHAN telecasting the same show from its 
archive with an added flavour: Mera jeevan kora kagaz with another unique K anecdote aimed at 
Kalyanji Anandji. Wish DOORDARSHAN restricted the presentation to the relic LIVE only instead of 
unnecessarily overlapping it with overused movie-clippings. I thank SDO BSNL Mr. Prabaljyoti 
Brahma for giving me this news-alart all of a sudden /KUCHH DIL NE KAHA sponsored by BSNL 16th 
March 2010 Tuesday 10pm/. Fortunately, I possess two rare picture cuttings of the FILMFARE, 
November 1986 edition-the first one, a B/W Lata-Kishore full-scape behind which only the facial 
portion of the same car-embarked K (rest of the spread had been edited by the magazine) can be seen. 
Below this contains the list advertising among many, the RECORD of virtuosos both: LATA-KISHORE 

LIVE @ BRABOURNE STADIUM (UNAVAILABLE). So we see that a detailed entry is 
so necessary. However, there rests in my collection three more LIVES that I 
have religiously guarded since my teens--LATA-KISHORE LIVE @ LONDON 

WEMBLEY ARENA (MUSIC INDIA), "khizaa ke phool"/no.158 D/DO RASTE/-KISHORE 
KUMAR-JEEVAN KA SAFAR: A LIVE ORIGINAL REMIX/ PolyGram PGMX 1033 MCB (P) 
1998/. And lastly a LIVE RECORDING OF BANGALI SONGS: OPAREY THHAAKBO AAMI 

(minutes of the magical moment is available with CBS MDX 6511, cassette)-unique 
in K-ricature and a collector's item indeed. The best part of it comes when 
Kishoreda mock-scolds a cacophonous crowd with ‘aaei chup!!!’  

 
< ‘Aaei chup!!! Khaali bwalowalowalowalow - Ami odikey ashbo.’ 
Same Bohemian syndrome encapsulates Mr. Sankar Mahadevan – 
India’s answer to western classics. This time Sankar aimed it at 
the musicians with a good sense of timing /ZEE BANGLA LIVE 
24th January 2010 Sunday night telecast/. A career in the Aviation 
Industry was a long cherished dream ever-since I boarded 
DAMANIA AIRWAYS in 1995 after Dad’s premature demise. Mom 
sacrificed beyond lot to establish me in Delhi.  People face attitude 
problem, I faced an altitude problem. Dedicating this incradible 
day-starter to a career with BRITISH AIRWAYS I failed to carry-on, 
subsequently leading to my deviation from aviation: “Chalte 
chale lehron ke saath, yaad nahin din hain ke raat--jaana, 
humko jaana hain wahaan, apni dil ki manzil hain 
jahaan”/No.960 D/SAHEB/: SEVENTH REASON, I love him. He 
never fails to inspire me, ignite the sparcle in me although at times 

when I feel low at my crash-landing and suffer the ‘avian flu’, my heart hums up this ode to 
LUFTHANSA (fast bird): “O hansini, mere armaanon ke pankh laga ke kahaan ud chali”/No.440 
D/ZEHREELA INSAAN/and then the K balm calms me: “Yeh to zindagi hain, kabhi khushi hain 
kabhi gham. Meri jaan rona nehin, daman bheegona nahin”/No.1245 D, 1277 N/QAID/. 
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                         The ‘Scale’ DON & the Skeleton! Source: personal collection [restored upto 98% by Master Amarjeet Boro] 

It was the then editor Mr. Pritish Nandi who hosted him in his life’s last major wheelchair interview 
on behalf of Asia’s oldest (3rd January 1880 –   November 1993) and most venerable features 
magazine now defunct THE ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY OF INDIA/APRIL 28 - MAY 04, 1985/. Anyone 

surfing the net can find that the first issue appeared as THE TIMES OF INDIA WEEKLY EDITION. What I’m 
going to present as a pleasant surprise is that the reincarnated title hit the stalls in 1929, the year of 
the legend i.e., Kishore Kumar’s birth. Whatever, the edition of interest was a stunner says the 
internet adding, it was an interview that remains a hallmark of great interviews 24 years later (now 
26 years down melody lane). In the year 2009 in a special feature exclusive to rediff.com, on the 
occasion of K’s 80th birth anniversary, Nandy, now a movie maker himself, saluted the genius’s 
memory in KISHORE KUMAR, THE ONLY GENIUS I EVER KNEW [August 05, 2009 12:04 IST]. One of the 
best quotes from K in that interview as the web claims is – ‘in this avaricious world, every creative 

person is bound to be lonely. How can you deny me that right?’ 
Their friendship began on a horrible ground—they loved horror 
movies! For Pritish, Kishore never really passed away. It’s 
impossible for a man like him to die because he personified life 
itself. So its quite natural that apart from putting his trust on K for 
CHARULATA and GHARE BAIRE (HOME AND THE WORLD) the 

great OSCAR - BHARAT RATNA (1992) Satyajit Ray also showed an interest to ink an agreement with 
K. The role was of Goopi/GOOPI GAAYEN BAAGHA BAAYEN/which the goofy genius fled from. 
That Ray recognized and humbled Amitabh with 

(background voice) when SATRANJ KE KHILARI 

he could not satisfy others with his voice audition for 
the post of an announcer is in the knowledge of many, 
but is it in the grey cells of any that K did an almost 
similar for Sanjeev Kumar’s PATI PATNI AUR WOH? 
Anyway, Ray was very much interested in son 
Sandip’s plan of shooting a documentary on this 
uniquely talented singers’ supreme natural genius. 
‘Capture as much of him as you can in camera’ was an 
advice Sandip never forgot. The plan fell flat since the respected patter fell sick & the genius too was 
snatched away in the nick of time by a heinous interference of fate. A crest fallen Sandip went ahead 
with the plan though, had to reconcile himself to available clippings only. This harsh reality reminds 
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us of Hrishikesh Mukherjee’s “Ae zindegi hui kahaan bhool”/No.1034 D/NA MUMKIN/, the last 
released movie of Phir wohi raat hain khwabon ki fame Vinod Mehra. Thus came into existence 

ZINDAGI EK SAFAR - a delectable documentary that delves deep into the Genius.   
 
                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

K: Ek palakeyr ektu dyakha, aro ektu beshi holey kshoti ki? Jodi katey prahar pashe boshe moneyr duto katha boley… 
RAY: Mishti hashir Dushtumi Te bhaloi laagey saara ditey…  

 
Even the Moon has moles. Sandip missed out on the friend K 
had dialed the D-day: “Kya kahoon kaun hoon main janu na 
main yaar, kya hain naam kisko khabar - sun mere 
yaar”/No.624 D/LAAL KOTHI (bilingual)/. Danny K? Skip K. 
He featured in the previous documentary by SHEMAROO.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Danny Denzongpa with wife Gawa >                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Octogenarian Hrishikesh Mukherjee did his apprenticeship 
under the legendary Bimal Roy, took up the directorial reins 
with debut MUSAFIR (1957) & launched K on the path to 
stardom with a lovely lullaby superstar Amitabh Bachchan 
loved to invariably pick for a  SAHARA INDIA STAGE SHOW (2006) flanked by ‘Munnabhai’ Sanjay 
Dutt & Salman Khan: “Munna bada pyaara, ammi ka dulaara”/No.63 D/. This debut, which was way 
ahead of its time dealing with three separate stories involving the tenants at one lucky address, won 
Hrishida a Gold Medal from the National Award’s jury. If I’m not mistaken, Mr. Magic voice Kishore 
Kumar made his ‘lullaby’ entry in the first story. We Indians are lukewarm to the idea of 
acknowledging someone who deserves to be celebrated and revered for millenniums to come.  

 
 
 
 
                                                         
 
 
                                                      
 
                                                    Nanhasa panchhi re tu bahut bada pinjra tera > 
                                                            

 
Kamal Hassan has rightly uttered: ‘His bad luck, he was born in India. Were he 
born in Harry Bela Font’s country, it would have struck a controversy on who’s 
better. I did a Bengali film KABITA (1977). How a sole rhyme can actually back 
up an entire story line, this is the burning example. He did something unthinkable with the rhyme--
mimicked the strings of ‘Sitaar’ through nostrils! “Shuno, shuno go sobey shuno diya mon, bichitra 
kahini ek kori bornon”/No.2686 D/. 
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Frankly speaking, awarding someone like Kishoreda would have been an honour in turn to the 
Award itself: “Ghungroo ki tarha bajta hi raha hoon main”/No.398 D/CHOR MACHAYE SHOR 

(1974)/. Thus my beloved countrymen-please don’t just play him, 
prize him too!  
 
  < On the turn-table far too long…for his turn. 

And please don’t remember him for the trash tracks – ‘coz you 
know every renowned singer has it to his/her credit and K was 
cheated on credible lyrics on the pretext that he’s the one singled out 
for those jerky songs mainly. On the 15th of Augest 1997 like sister 
districts of the state, Kokrajhar district administration geared up to 
celebrate GOLDEN JUBILEE OF INDIA'S INDEPENDENCE and mom 
was requested by the committee to highlight Kashmir and the dance 
troupe performed "Jannat ki yeh waadi hain"/No.953 D/RAHI 

BADAL GAYE/ to a capacity crowd at the H.S. field. In appreciation of the lifelong contribution in the 
promotion and encouraging the cultural activities and kindling the quintessence of cultural heritage 
of the region, mom was felicitated by the then Deputy Commissioner and chairman of the committee 
Mr. S. Thadou flanked by other dignitaries. So, could we all ignore that it is you, Kishoreda who 
have enriched our otherwise mechanized, merciless way of living with melodies that ‘yodels’ away 
maladies even when—thanks to the maggot of militancy which has become like a cottage industry 
and is devouring into the very fabric of our society, a nation’s integrrity is at stake? A signature tone 
so moist with the rain-soaked scent of the soil, so Indian that we visualize our villages in your voice.  
‘…I have believed and repeated times without number that India is to be found not in its few cities 
but in its villages…’ (Mahatma- titled by Tagore).   
                                                                       ‘If our jawans can defy cold for me, why can’t I for ‘em?’ 

                   
 

Our own Motherland becons and blesses us in your resonant baritone: 1. Yun neend se woh 
janechaman jaag uthi hain, pardes mein phir yaad-e-watan jaag uthi hain/No.784 D/a Ghazal again 
in veteran Sunil Dutt’s DARD KA RISHTA (1982). It was him who introduced you on stage. The 
venue was a sandwich between Gangtok & Nathula. 2. Indian conjugal life is looked upon as an 
eternal bond smeared in the talcum of tradition so soulfully depicted in this solo: Yaadon mein woh, 
sapno mein hain, jaaye kahaan-dharkan ka bandhan to dharkan se hain (based on a Sarat chandra 
Chatterjee novel)/No.584 D/SWAMI(1977)/.  3. Nanhasa panchhi re tu bahut bada pinjra 
tera…wahaan tujhe udnaa hain hum jahaan nahin pahoonche/No.640 D/TOOTE KHILONE (1978)/, 
a tune that delicately touches upon The Poet of the Millennium. 4. You loved Motherland, wore 
patriotism in your sleeve: 15th august ki punya tithi phir dhoomdhaam se aayi/No.2582 D/NON-
FILM (1949)-a song that specially salutes Netaji & Gandhiji/. 5. Another close on the heels: Dekho 
veer jawano apne khoon pe yeh ilzam na aaye, maa na kahe ke mare bete waqt pada to kaam na 
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aaye/No.443 D/AAKRAMAN (1975)/.  6. It is you who taught us how a panic-striken heart can 
attain the pinnacle of success by just being perseverent: Ansoo-o-ko thaam le, sabr se jo kaam le, 
mushquilon ko hal kare, aafaton se na dare, apne man ki jiske haath mein lagaam hain, aadmi usi ka 
naam hain/No.552 D/CHCHOTA BAAP(1977)/.  7. It is your voice through which bygone days 
becon us and we wish we could board a bus back to where we belong: Mere sapno ka gaon jahaan 
thhi mamta ki chchaon, bas aur thodi door hain/No.701 D/PRATISODH (1980)/.  8. How can we 
forget the artist in your voice who sketches the village schoolmaster drifting away only to sail back to 
his soul mate: O manjhi re, apna kinara nadiya ki dhara hain (based again on Sarat Chandra 
Chatterjee’s ‘Pondit Moshaae’)/No.464 D/KHUSHBOO (1975)/. It’s worth mentioning that the 
unabridged version of this masterpiece exists on the movie track only.  9. It is your voice that enables 
us back-pedal to our simple past and then run with the village postman on his bicycle (you too loved 
cycling!): Daakiya daak laya daakiya daak laya, khushi ka paighaam kahin-kahin dardnaak 
laya/No.2408 D/PALKON KI CHCHAON MEIN (1977)/. 10. A father’s craving for his distanced 
son sends Lord Brahma’s message of Fatherhood to sons all over the world through your voice: 
Pawan purvaiyaan chale/No.888 D/ALL ROUNDER(1984)/. 11. We Indians might have gone 
global, the need for speed might have become the need of the hour but the teachings of our Ancient 
Sages have always been the pathfinder through ages, irrespective of how fast we make it to the 
achievement. ‘We may accelerate the motions of life, but we cannot seem to change the routes that 
are available to its goals’/Mortimer Adler/. The gem of a song I’m going to mention now is suffused 
with old Vedic values--an old worldly belief in the innate goodness of the human being. It seems, the 
cream of Rig Veda, Sama Veda, Yajur Veda & Atharva Veda have finally found a bottle-neck through 
the historic voice: “Jo rah chuni toone, usi rah pe rahi chalte jaana re, kitni bhi lambi raat, diya ban 

jalte jaana re”/No.479 D/TAPASYA(1975)/. Again, the unabridged version of this song is available on 
the movie-track only. As the tune unfolds, we tend to toe-back in time to re-discover our roots with 
the Ancient Route! We tend to slowly flash ourselves back to that Hermitage age, visualize the 
Ancient Kalpataru (a wish-yielding tree that still exists in Banaras, U.P. as claimed by INDIA T.V.) & 
underneath, the Vedic Sage revitalizing, rejuvenating our erotion-prone soul with Vedantic 
Philosophy that has withstood the test of Time. 12. It is your voice that concerns us about the darker 
reality of life: Pyar na seekha, nafrat karna seekh liya, sab logo ne ladna, marna seekh liya. Inko jeena 
kaun seekhaayien? /No.656 D/GAUTAM GOVINDA (1979)/. 13. To me, the best of Asha-Kishore 
Mithun & Sridevi lipped was in their debut JAAG UTHA INSAAN (1984): “Teri zindegi ki raagini 
par mera naam likh de”/No.1790 D, 1819 N/. The flute adds to the very essence of rural India and 
the evil of untouchability that crippled the rural society with such effervescence that it has to be 
listened to be felt at heart! I’m echoing an improvised double liner aimed at Lata at THE WIMBLEY 
ARENA, London while sharing a performance with you coz we think the same superlative suits you 
none the less - ‘At the immortal touch of your voice, we float in the Heavenly world of Music’.  14. It 
feels you are the Emperor who strikes back as if in dismay: Dil mein holi jal rahi hai/No.484 
D/ZAKHMEE (1975)/, till the village in your voice strolls on a melancholic track: 15. Kaise din 
jeevan mein aaye, huye woh apne paraye, dwaar deharee woh ghar angan ban gaya pardes /No.678 
D, 673 N/APNE PARAYE (1980)/a sentiment that reverberates with:  16.  Rahon pe rahte hain 
yaadon pe asar karte hain, khush raho ahle watan hum to safar karte hain/No.807 D/NAMKEEN 
(1982)/. 17. The Regal glory of a Royal country returns with the hooves of a superstar’s stallion: Mere 
sang sang aaya teri yaadon ka mela /No.812 D/RAJPUT (1982)/. 18. ‘And in the end, it’s not the 
years in your life that count it’s the life in your years.’ - Abraham Lincoln. Thus the ‘dard ka rishta’ 
that we share with you in our core and in our commitment till you’re piosed to get ‘pipal ki woh 
chhaon’- the highest civilian award you so rightfully deserve, this last misfortune we pray should 
never strike upon you since you’re the evergreen Kishore for us who had made the most of life; the 
short length of which (58years) stands immaterial—you are the white pegion carrying an olive 
branch bearing 58 yellow leaves but evergreen xylem: 19. “Udte udte pyaase panchhi thhak gaye, 
asmaan pyaase chhaayiee udaasi”/No.924 D/ZINDAGI JEENE KE LIYE (1984)/.  
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THE GOVT.OF INDIA might have shied away from recognizing you but you Kishoreda - have 
definitely made us feel proud as INDIANS.       
                                                                           
 

                                                                           
 
                                                                            Kya kahoon kaun hoon main janu na main yaar…kya hain naam kisko khabar sun mere yaar 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[END OF PART THREE]  


